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Gray Army Airfield 1st to Complete IDS5TM Version 1.8 Database Administrator Course
KENNESAW, GA (September 2016) – Systems Atlanta, Inc. (SAI) is excited to announce that
the first ever IDS5TM Version 1.8. (v1.8.) Database Administrator Course has been completed
at Ft. Lewis, Gray Army Airfield (AAF), WA. Using Systems Atlanta’s mobile training lab,
Jeremy Stout, SAI Senior Instructor, educated 6 students on all aspects of IDS5 TM v1.8.
software, building from basic fundamentals through the mastering of its newest, most
advanced features.
The Database Administrator Course is a full 5 days with time built in for the instructor to review
and assist in the enhancement of the site’s current and live IDS5 TM database. This is a great
opportunity to put into effect skills learned during the instructional phase of the class. The Ft.
Lewis, Gray AAF class was very successful and the local Database Administrators have
already begun incorporating new IDS5 TM v1.8 features into their Army Airfield Automation
System (AAAS) database.
IDS5 TM v1.8. includes many new capabilities and improvements designed to help decrease
IDS5 TM Database Administration workload, as well as introducing features designed to
increase system efficiencies and enhance air traffic controller situational awareness. All AAAS
locations are scheduled for upgrade to IDS5 TM v1.8. by the last week of October 2016.
IDS5 TM Database Administrator Courses are offered throughout the year and available both
on-site at your location or at the SAI Headquarters in Kennesaw GA. Customized dates to
meet your needs are also available. For more information or to schedule a class, please call or
visit us online.
About Systems Atlanta, Inc.
Systems Atlanta, Inc. (SAI) provides comprehensive solutions and services to address the
technology requirements of civilian, government, and military air traffic control, aviation and
emergency facilities. A pioneer in the Information Display Systems (IDS) industry, SAI has more
than 30 years of experience developing and implementing IDS networks in diverse operational
environments around the world. The company’s solutions include the widely-adopted and highlycustomizable IDS5 product suite, network and software engineering, classroom and online
training courses, technical support, project/program management, and other services designed
to improve customers’ information access, situational awareness, responsiveness, and
operational efficiencies.
For more information, visit SAI at: http://www.sysatl.com.
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